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Abstract
Progress in cross-lingual modeling depends
on challenging, realistic, and diverse evalua-
tion sets. We introduce Multilingual Knowl-
edge Questions and Answers (MKQA), an
open-domain question answering evaluation
set comprising 10k question-answer pairs
aligned across 26 typologically diverse lan-
guages (260k question-answer pairs in to-
tal).1 The goal of this dataset is to pro-
vide a challenging benchmark for question
answering quality across a wide set of lan-
guages. Answers are based on a language-
independent data representation, making re-
sults comparable across languages and inde-
pendent of language-specific passages. With
26 languages, this dataset supplies the widest
range of languages to-date for evaluating ques-
tion answering. We benchmark state-of-the-
art extractive question answering baselines,
trained on Natural Questions, including Mul-
tilingual BERT, and XLM-RoBERTa, in zero
shot and translation settings. Results indicate
this dataset is challenging, especially in low-
resource languages.
1 Introduction
Training and evaluation data for question answer-
ing (QA) is severely lacking outside of high-
resource languages like English. As unsupervised,
transfer learning and zero/few-shot methods nar-
row the multilingual performance gap with English
(Conneau et al., 2019; Lee and Lee, 2019; Cui
et al., 2019a; Lewis et al., 2019), their progress
is ambiguous without challenging, realistic, and
linguistically diverse evaluation sets. Existing mul-
tilingual QA datasets are realistic and challenging,
but they lack linguistic diversity, comparable evalu-
ation between languages, and are often limited to
passages provided with the dataset (see Table 2).
1MKQA will be made publicly available along with evalu-
ation scripts and baselines.
We introduce Multilingual Knowledge Ques-
tions and Answers (MKQA) for evaluation of open-
domain question answering. MKQA selects 10k
realistic English queries from the Natural Ques-
tions dataset (NQ) (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019) and
human translates them into 25 additional languages
and dialects. Accompanying these translations we
replace NQ’s passage embedded answer spans with
high-quality, language- and retrieval-independent
answer annotations, linked directly against Wiki-
data entities and a limited set of well-defined values
(numbers, dates, strings, etc.).2
See one full example in Table 1. More flexible
than existing multilingual datasets, MKQA’s grad-
ing procedure ensures these labels are sufficient
to evaluate any QA method, including knowledge
graph and generative approaches. The objective of
this evaluation set is to facilitate fair comparison
between languages, without imposing assumptions
on the underlying QA approaches. We see MKQA
as a useful tool enabling practitioners to benchmark
a variety of multilingual open domain question an-
swering methods against the widest range of avail-
able languages yet. Below, we discuss its central
properties as an evaluation benchmark.
Realistic & Reliable Annotations Of crucial
importance to any evaluation set is (a) how well
it reflects realistic, real-world settings, and (b) the
reliability of its annotations. To ensure the English
queries, which form the basis of our dataset, are
realistic, we use Natural Questions, whose ques-
tions are formulated by real users, independent
of passages or answers. To ensure these queries
are realistic in other languages we employ expert
bilingual translators, guided by strict localization
criteria (see Appendix sections B.2 and B.3). We
confirm that a large majority of these queries are
2Wikidata is a collaboratively edited open knowledge
graph: https://www.wikidata.org/.
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Language Language Code Question Answer and Aliases Answer Type Entity ID
English who produces the most pistachios in the world
Iran, Republic of Iran, ir, Islamic Republic of Iran, Persia,
Islamic Rep. Iran Entity Q794
Arabic ar-SA نم ربكأ جتنم قتسفلل يف ملاعلا
,ناريإ ,ناريا ةيروهمجلا ةيمالسإلا ,ةيناريإلا ,ناریا ةيروهمجلا ةيمالسإلا
يف ,ناريإ روهمجلا ةيمالسإلا ,ةيناريإلا ةیروهمج ناریإ ,ةیمالسإلا
ةيروهمج ناريإ ,ةيمالسإلا ةيروهمج ,ناريإ ةيروهمجلا ةيمالسالا ,ةيناريالا
ةيّروهمج ناريإ ,ةيمالسإلا ةيروهمجلا ةيمالسإلا ,ةيناريالا ناريا ربکألا
Danish da-DK hvem producere flest pistacienødder i verden Iran
German de-{DE,AT,CH} Wer produziert weltweit die meisten Pistazien Iran, Islamische Republik Iran
Spanish es-ES ¿Quién produce la mayor cantidad de pistachos del mundo? Irán, República Islámica de Irán, Iran, Republica Islamica de Iran
Finnish fi-FI Kuka tuottaa eniten pistaasipähkinöitä maailmassa Iran
French fr-FR Qui produit le plus de pistaches dans le monde Iran, Perse, République islamique d’Iran
Hebrew he-IL ימ רציימ יכה הברה םיקוטסיפ םלועב ןאריא
Hungarian hu-HU Ki termeli a legtöbb pisztáciát a világon? Irán, Iráni Iszlám Köztársaság, Perzsia
Italian it-IT Chi produce più pistacchi al mondo Iran, Repubblica Islamica dell’Iran
Japanese ja-JP 世界で一番ピスタチオを生産しているのは誰ですか イラン,イラン ￿イスラム共和国
Khmer km-KH អ្នកណាផលិត pistachios េ្រចីនជាងេគបំផុតេនៅេលីពិភពេលាក? អីុរ៉ង់
Korean ko-KR 전세계에서누가가장많은피스타치오를생산하나요 이란
Malay ms-MY siapa menghasilkan pistachios paling banyak di dunia Iran
Dutch nl-NL wie produceert de meeste pistachio nootjes ter wereld Iran, Islamitische Republiek Iran, IR, IRN
Norwegian nb-NO hvem lager mest pistasjnøtter i verden Iran
Polish pl-PL kto produkuje najwięcej pistacji na świecie Iran
Portuguese pt-BR quem produz mais pistaches no mundo Irão, ,ناریا República Islâmica do Irão, Republica Islamica do Irao
Russian ru-RU кто в мире производит больше всего фисташек Иран, Исламская Республика Иран, Персия, ИРИ, Iran, Иран(Исламская Республика), Название Ирана
Swedish sv-SE Vem producerar mest pistagenötter i världen? Iran
Thai th-TH ใครผลิตถั่วพิตาชิโอมากที่สุดในโลก ประเทศอิหร่าน
Turkish tr-TR Dünyanın en çok antep fıstığını kim üretiyor? İran, İran İslam Cumhuriyeti
Vietnamese vi-VN nước nào sản xuất nhiều quả hồ trăn nhất thế giới Iran
Chinese (Simplified) zh-CN 谁生产了世界上最多的开心果 伊朗
Chinese (Hong Kong) zh-HK 誰是世界上開心果產量最高的人 伊朗,伊朗伊斯蘭共和國
Chinese (Traditional) zh-TW 全世界開心果的主要生產者是誰 伊朗
Table 1: Examples for some languages in MKQA evaluation dataset.
1
Table 1: Questions and answers in all supported languages for one instance in MKQA. The IETF BCP-
47 language codes specify the language and locale. The Entity ID corresponds to Wikidata (see for instance
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q794).
translation invariant, meaning that their answer
is not culturally or geographically dependent (see
Section 3.3.4 for details). To ensure annotation re-
liability, we curate answers with inter-grader agree-
ment, conduct quality checks, and re-annotation
from expert graders where necessary. Further, the
Wikidata entity identifiers (QIDs) ground the an-
swer annotations in structured data. This can be
used for other knowledge graph-specific metrics,
to retrieve other valid answer strings, and trivial
entity translation into hundreds of other languages
beyond the scope of MKQA.
Parallel Questions Our evaluation set is fully
aligned, or “parallel”, across all available lan-
guages, meaning the same examples exist in each
language. This is accomplished by a mixture of
expert human translation and using multilingual
data from Wikidata. This property enables di-
rect comparison between all 26 languages for fully
cross-lingual or zero-shot systems. While Clark
et al. (2020) point out the natural query distribution
varies by language and geography, we reserve our
assessment to translation invariant queries for the
purpose of more fair comparison between methods.
Retrieval-Independent Annotations Existing
training and evaluation sets are oriented to “extrac-
tive” QA, providing specific passages and passage-
dependent answer annotations (Clark et al., 2020;
Lewis et al., 2019; Artetxe et al., 2019; Liu et al.,
2019a). These types of annotations are of lim-
ited use with varying retrieval systems, knowl-
edge graph approaches, and even generative ap-
proaches because the answers are tied to the par-
ticular phrasing of their passage. Translating anno-
tations from English passages may also introduce
“translationese artifacts” as the translation is im-
plicitly influenced by the original English structure
(Artetxe et al., 2020). These artifacts render the
task easier for methods relying on English supervi-
sion or machine translation techniques. As we shall
discuss in Section 3, the MKQA collection proce-
dure yields primarily entity and structured “atomic”
answer types. We contend retrieval-independent
(and particularly entity-oriented) annotations min-
imize the risk of translation artifacts, and remove
limitations on the underlying QA approach.
Linguistic Diversity Lastly, MKQA has broad
linguistic diversity, covering 26 languages and di-
alects from 14 language family branches. A lan-
guage from our dataset is the native language to
around half of the world’s population, and more
than 90% of the world’s population live in a coun-
try where one of these languages is an official lan-
guage (see Section 3.1 for more details). It is to our
knowledge both the largest and most linguistically
diverse open-domain QA evaluation set currently
available (see Tables 2 and 3).
MKQA enables researchers and industry prac-
titioners to evaluate knowledge-graph, generative,
and extractive multi-lingual approaches on a single
dataset. As a baseline, we benchmark state-of-the-
art cross-lingual representations under zero-shot,
translate-test, and translate-train methods. We find
this evaluation set innately challenging, the best
model obtaining only 52.3% F1 in English, and
only 5.7% above a naive baseline on the lowest re-
source language. Given these qualities, our dataset
facilitates broad and reliable evaluation of cross-
lingual, open-domain question answering.
In the remainder of this paper we contrast our
evaluation set with existing alternatives (Section 2),
discuss the dataset acquisition procedures and com-
position (Section 3), present state-of-the-art base-
lines (Section 4), and demonstrate that there is am-
ple room for improvement, both in English and
especially in lower resource languages (Section 5).
2 Related Work
Cross-Lingual Modeling To solve multilingual
question answering, recent work leverages cross-
lingual representations pretrained with unsuper-
vised language modeling over many languages, in-
cluding Multilingual BERT (Devlin et al., 2019),
XLM (Lample and Conneau, 2019), and XLM-R
(Conneau et al., 2019). Due to the lack of non-
English training data, most other approaches build
on these, or leverage some other form of transfer
learning (Cui et al., 2019a; Hsu et al., 2019; Lee
and Lee, 2019; Kumar et al., 2019). Recent investi-
gations into cross-lingual modeling have revealed
“translation artifacts” in datasets where either ma-
chine translation systems are used for data gener-
ation, or human translation tasks are not carefully
curated (Artetxe et al., 2020; Wintner, 2016; Rabi-
novich and Wintner, 2015). The impact of “trans-
lationese” are hidden linguistic cues in translated
text that render the task easier than a more natu-
ral translation. Artetxe et al. (2020) show this is
particularly problematic in XLNI (Conneau et al.,
2018) where premise and hypothesis text are trans-
lated together, yielding higher than natural lexical
overlap.
English QA Resources While question answer-
ing is a thriving field, a majority of research in this
area focuses on English, which has a wide range of
datasets. English-language extractive QA in partic-
ular offers ample selection of evaluation datasets,
including SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016), Triv-
iaQA (Joshi et al., 2017), and Natural Questions
(Kwiatkowski et al., 2019). Open Domain QA,
pioneered by Green et al. (1986), is the task of an-
swering open questions using external knowledge
sources. While there are fewer resources than for
extractive QA, there are still ample options in En-
glish. A common approach is to combine retrieval
and extractive techniques (Chen et al., 2016, 2017;
Dhingra et al., 2017; Cui et al., 2017).
Monolingual QA Resources Non-English ques-
tion answering resource options remain compara-
tively rare, with most options spanning only one
other language, and rarely low-resource languages.
DuReader (He et al., 2018), CMRC (Cui et al.,
2019b), and DRCD (Shao et al., 2018) all of-
fer high-quality Chinese QA datsets. Similarly,
XCMRC (Liu et al., 2019b) and BiPar (Jing et al.,
2019) present parallel, cross-lingual QA dataset be-
tween English and Chinese. Exploring slightly less
resource-rich languages, numerous works have de-
rived new datasets from SQuAD, employing vary-
ing degrees of human or semi-automatic translation
techniques to non-English target languages. These
include ARCD for Arabic (Mozannar et al., 2019),
KorQuAD-1.0 for Korean (Lim et al., 2019), and
MMQA for Hindi (Gupta et al., 2018).
Multilingual QA Resources Table 2 compares
publicly available multilingual question answering
evaluation sets that support several languages. The
table highlights the following properties of each
dataset: whether the available gold answers are
independent of retrieved documents, whether ex-
amples are aligned across languages, and the num-
ber of languages and examples provided. MLQA
(Lewis et al., 2019) and XQuAD (Artetxe et al.,
2019) are examples of SQuAD-style extractive
datasets, employing human translators to create
parallel examples. Both MLQA and XQuAD
ensure that all answers are answerable (discard-
ing “No Answer” examples), and derive answers
from provided documents. MLQA also employs
heuristics to match Wikipedia passages across lan-
guages, and only guarantees that all languages’ ex-
amples are parallel with various parts of the En-
glish corpus, but only partially parallel with each
other. XQA (Liu et al., 2019a), one of the few
retrieval-independent QA datasets, offers cloze-
style questions, and leverages Wikipedia’s daily
questions and entity answers to populate document-
independent answers. TyDi (Clark et al., 2020),
like MKQA, focuses on typological diversity in
its wide language selection. Unlike previously
mentioned datasets, TyDi incorporates a broader
distribution of question types, and more realistic
set of annotation options, including “No Answer”
Multilingual QA
Evaluation Set
Answer
Independence
Parallel
Questions
Language Fam.
Branches Languages Total Examples
XQA (Liu et al., 2019a) X × 5 9 28k
MLQA (Lewis et al., 2019) × X 6 7 46k
XQuAD (Artetxe et al., 2019) × X 11 11 13k
TyDi (Clark et al., 2020) × × 11 11 204k
MKQA (This work) X X 14 26 260k
Table 2: Comparison of multilingual QA evaluation sets. Answer independence indicates whether the gold
answer is independent of a retrieved document, and parallel questions indicates whether examples are the same
across languages.
and “Yes”/“No” answers. However, TyDi anno-
tations are based on the retrieval system used by
the authors (Google search); hence their answers
are actually start and end indices for spans of text
within a given passage. Many of these multilin-
gual resources have been bundled into cross-lingual
benchmarks, such as XTREME (Hu et al., 2020)
and XGLUE (Liang et al., 2020).
2.1 Comparison to TyDi
TyDi (Clark et al., 2020) and MKQA both target
high typological diversity, highlight the importance
of sourcing realistic questions (with answers un-
seen), and incorporate a broader distribution of
question types than competing datasets (including
“No Answer” and “Yes”/“No” answers). There are
three main differences between MKQA and TyDi:
(a) question alignment across languages, and (b)
answer distribution, and (c) annotation retrieval in-
dependence (closely tied with the notions of “open”
and “closed” domain). TyDi provides a different set
of natural questions per language, at the expense
of direct comparability across languages. Not only
are the TyDi questions different between languages,
but the percentage of answerable passages varies
dramatically, from 22% in Korean to 69% in Ara-
bic. This suggests that the conceptual difficulty of
these questions may also vary dramatically, as con-
sumers from different locales cater their questions
based on their existing beliefs of the quality of the
virtual assistants in their language. As a result, it is
difficult to compare a multilingual system’s perfor-
mance between languages. To ensure this property,
MKQA verifies its questions are predominantly
translation invariant, and thus the answers will not
change due to geographical or cultural factors.
The second difference between datasets is the an-
swer distribution. MKQA answers (a) are predomi-
nantly entities (42.2%) or atomic answers such as
dates, binary, numbers, or numbers with units, and
(b) use a different definition of “Unanswerable”.
TyDi’s definition conditions on the presence of the
answer in the passage, whereas MKQA’s definition
is based on the ability of a human to find a succinct
answer to a question on the web, i.e. whether it
is human answerable in general. As a result, our
annotations are not limited by the quality of the
selected passage, and provide higher answer cov-
erage (67.58% as opposed to the TyDi language
average of 38%).
Finally, TyDi is a purely extractive QA dataset
while MKQA does not expect an answer from a lim-
ited set of input documents. Consequently, TyDi
annotations are defined as spans, tied directly to
Google search documents, whereas MKQA anno-
tations are not tied to particular documents and do
not implicitly expect the answer to be derived from
a source document. We describe the collection
methodology that encourages this in Section 3. As
an evaluation set we contend this flexibility is criti-
cal to not restrain what approaches can be evaluated
in future research.
3 Dataset Collection and Methodology
Question answering datasets should strive to be
realistic, reliable, and robust to a variety of mod-
eling approaches. They should represent realistic
questions, should maximize the reliability of gold
annotations (e.g. via inter-annotator agreement),
and should make as few assumptions as possible
about the underlying modeling techniques to en-
able rapid evaluation of new approaches. Natural
Questions (NQ) is one of the few datasets satis-
fying the requirement of being based on realistic
queries. Hence, we build our multilingual dataset
based on its queries and focus on meeting all three
requirements set out above.
In this section, we discuss how we selected
queries and introduce our novel methodology
for pairing queries with robust and retrieval-
independent answer representations. When select-
ing the languages to focus on, we want to meet both
academic and practical considerations. Hence we
select a set of languages to maximize both typolog-
ical diversity and the share of the world population
that understand at least one of the languages.
3.1 Language Selection
Table 3 shows the languages picked for our dataset
with the corresponding branch of their language
family. We also show the language’s reach, i.e.
the percentage of the world population that speaks
the language either as a first or as a second lan-
guage (based on Ethnologue data, Eberhard et al.,
2019). Since combined first- and second-language
speaker statistics are not readily available, it is not
straight-forward to accurately determine what share
of the world population can be covered by all the
languages in this dataset (e.g. a native speaker of
German may also be fluent in English). One prac-
tical option is to calculate the share of the world
population that lives in country in which one of
the languages in our dataset is recognized as an
official language. By this measure, 90.62% of the
world population live in a country with an official
language covered by the languages in our dataset.3
With the large number of diverse language families
covered and the reach of the languages in the set,
we contend that this set should fulfill both academic
and practical requirements for a wide and diverse
question answering dataset.
3.2 Query Selection
We randomly sampled 10,000 queries from
the training portion of Natural Questions
(Kwiatkowski et al., 2019) and employed pro-
fessional translators, fluent in both English and
the target language, to translate the queries from
English. Instructions specify that the translation
should maintain both the intention of the original
question and grammatical and semantic accuracy
in the target language.
3.3 Answer Annotations
Translating user queries from the original Natural
Questions dataset into our set of linguistically di-
verse and high impact languages is insufficient for
evaluation without multilingual and high quality
answer annotations. One option is to use the orig-
3 We determine this percentage based on Wikidata as the
combined population (Wikidata property “P1082”) of all coun-
tries that have an official language (Wikidata property “P37”)
in our dataset divided by the combined population of all coun-
tries in Wikidata.
Family Branch Language Reach
Indo-European
Germanic
English 16.46%
German 1.70%
Dutch 0.38%
Swedish 0.17%
Danish 0.08%
Norwegian 0.07%
Italic
Spanish 6.99%
French 3.59%
Portuguese 3.28%
Italian 0.87%
Balto-Slavic Russian 3.35%Polish 0.58%
Sino-Tibetan Sinitic Mandarin 14.54%Cantonese 1.10%
Afro-Asiatic Semitic Arabic 4.44%Hebrew 0.12%
Austronesian Malayo-Poly. Malay 3.47%
Japonic Japonic Japanese 1.64%
Austroasiatic Vietic Vietnamese 1.00%Khmer Khmer 0.21%
Turkic Com. Turkic Turkish 1.10%
Kra–Dai Tai Thai 0.78%
Koreanic Han Korean 1.03%
Uralic Finnic Finnish 0.07%Ugric Hungarian 0.17%
Table 3: Languages with their corresponding lan-
guage families and speakers. Reach indicates the
combined number of first-language (L1) and second-
language (L2) speakers as a percentage of the world
population (Ethnologue, Eberhard et al., 2019).
inal English Natural Question annotations. How-
ever, since these depend on the English retrieval
system, they are both incomplete and not fully na-
tive to the languages evaluated. Language-agnostic
high-quality annotations require a robust annota-
tion scheme. Previous attempts to build annota-
tions for question answering have often struggled
with the complexity of derivations (e.g. SPARQL
queries for retrieving results from a knowledge
base) and the difficulty of having humans produce
such database queries. As a result, many datasets
(e.g. Bordes et al., 2015) have had to resort to lim-
itations such as asking users to generate a query
based on a derivation/answer. To avoid introducing
such biases and to be able to fully utilize our set
of 10,000 translated queries, we use an annotation
scheme similar to Abujabal et al. (2019), in which
the answer is annotated directly.
3.3.1 Annotation Schema
For each query, we ask graders to provide a typed
answer using the following taxonomy:
• Atomic value: This category includes dates,
numbers and number ranges with or without
a unit (meters, years, ...).
• Entities: Entities are annotated with Wikidata
QIDs and include generic entities, people, ob-
jects, and most locations.
• Yes/No: Type representing yes/no answers.
• Short answer: Answers which cannot be en-
capsulated in an atomic value, entity or binary
(yes/no) answer, but are still a short phrase.
• Long answer: The long answer category indi-
cates no simple factual answer or short phrase
answers this question and a longer or visual
explanation is required. During evaluation we
treat these as “Unanswerable” for simplicity.
• Unanswerable: This category indicates that
the query is not answerable, potentially be-
cause it is ill-formed or because no clear an-
swer is available.
3.3.2 Annotation Process
We collect 5 answers per query, which are subse-
quently normalized by 3 annotators ensuring dates
and numbers are converted to a common format
and all entities are resolved against Wikidata. Any
normalized answer given by at least 2 annotators is
then admitted to the final set as a gold answer.
For those annotations that did not achieve the
required agreement from at least two annotators,
expert annotators with access to all 5 preliminary
annotations were employed to provide a final deci-
sion. This second manual round was afforded as
much time per decision as necessary to obtain a
satisfactory answer.
3.3.3 Query & Annotation Translation
Query translation, from English to each language
was conducted by bilingual speakers. Translators
were asked to translate each query ensuring the
query’s meaning is preserved as much as possible.
Translators were further instructed to use localized
names of named entities if they exist in the target
language and to transliterate names otherwise. We
provide full grading instructions in the appendix.
Annotation translations were obtained using
a combination of methods. For entity type an-
swers, Wikidata provides human curated names
and aliases partitioned by language code. These
names and aliases are transcribed in the native al-
phabet where appropriate, reflecting the expected
Language Answer quality
English 97.03%
German 91.08%
Spanish 92.07%
Thai 91.09%
Chinese (Simplified) 89.32%
Table 4: Retrieval-agnostic answer quality in vari-
ous languages. Answer quality indicates the percent-
age of queries for which language-independent answer
annotations provided a valid target-language answer.
answer in each language. In cases where a Wiki-
data link could not be found, or where answers
were not available for a given language code, bilin-
gual human translators were used to provide the
native translation. For this task, human translators
are given access to the English query, the English
answer, and where available the Wikidata link and
Wikipedia page for the entity.
Atomic value types, including numeric, number
with entity, and date types, were translated pro-
grammatically using Wikidata. In each case Ara-
bic numerals are maintained across all languages.
However, phrases such as “November”, “century”,
“b.c”, “acres”, and “light years” could be mapped
into each language using Wikidata, and substituted
for the English. For date types specifically, for
every combination of year, month, and day we gen-
erate template answers in each language, accommo-
dating both American and European date formats,
as well as numeric and written out versions for
months. See Appendix C for further details on an-
swer template generation, and Appendix B.1 for
grader localization instructions.
3.3.4 Annotation Quality and Translation
Invariance
To estimate the quality of our annotations and how
well they transfer across languages (translation in-
variance), we run the following experiment. We
combine the localized query and its answer anno-
tations into a simple interface and present it to a
grader. Graders are asked to judge whether the
rendered answer annotations (entities are shown
with their QID and description and a short expla-
nation is added to each other answer type) provide
an appropriate answer to the query in the target
language.
Table 4 shows the percentage of answer annota-
tions that graders judged to be correct in English
and a small selection of languages. The table shows
that the answer quality is judged to be higher for
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Figure 1: Answer Type Breakdown. Compares the distribution of answer types between MKQA and Natural
Questions (NQ) for the 10k examples in the evaluation set.
English than other languages but it is still above
90% even for languages as linguistically distant
from English as Thai. Answer quality issues fall
into the following categories (illustrated with Ger-
man examples):
(1) Answer differs based on cultural context
(44%) This includes cases where the localized ver-
sion of an entity may have different properties. For
example the English-language TV show “man vs
food” has 8 seasons while the German version has
5. Similarly a character in a movie such as “Find-
ing Nemo” may be voiced by a different voice actor
in the German version of the same movie.
(2) Generic annotation issues (33%) The sec-
ond biggest source of errors are answer quality
issues that will hold across languages. Examples
include answers that are time-sensitive such as the
answer to the question “when was the oldest person
in the world born” and questions with ambiguous
answers in the data such as “is northern ireland a
part of great britain.”
(3) Entities transliterated incorrectly (11%)
Names for entities may be transliterated incorrectly
if they do not exist in the target language (“who
wrote the book clear and present danger”).
(4) Generic translation artifacts (11%)
Generic translation errors may lead to a mismatch
between the question and the language-independent
answer. In one example the English “words to”
meaning “lyrics” was translated into German as
the literal “Worte” which would be an uncommon
phrasing in a question about lyrics.
3.3.5 Annotation Breakdowns
Next, for our evaluation set we compare the distri-
bution of answer types assigned for the original NQ
dataset, with those assigned in MKQA. As Figure 1
shows, 50% of NQ are completely “Unanswerable”
by retrieved passages and another 13% require long
passage answers. In the short answer setup for NQ
both of these are considered unanswerable, amount-
ing to 63% of all questions. In comparison, only
32.4% of examples are “Unanswerable” or “Long”
answer type in MKQA. This is due to a shift in def-
inition from whether a passage contains an answer,
to whether a question is (succinctly) answerable by
a human, with any resource on the web. Given that
the answer types in MKQA are not dependent on
the retrieval system, they reflect the properties of
the question only. We later show that this defini-
tion yields a more challenging dataset because (i)
correctly answering questions is on average harder
than learning when to abstain, and (ii) the most
difficult questions were unanswerable in NQ (be-
cause no retrieved document is provided) but are
answerable in MKQA.
4 Experiments
To benchmark the difficulty of our evaluation set,
we combine common translation methods with
state-of-the-art extractive QA modeling approaches
trained on Natural Questions.
4.1 Task Definition
Given a question ql in language l,
the task is to produce a prediction
pl ∈ {No Answer, Yes, No, Text Answer}, where
a Text Answer is a span of tokens in the corre-
sponding language. pl can be obtained by any
method, extracted from a document, generated,
or derived from a knowledge graph. Wherever
possible, textual answers are accompanied by
Wikidata QIDs, for entity linking and evaluating
knowledge graph approaches. These QIDs also
enable automatic (trivial and accurate) translations
for most answers into any Wikipedia language,
beyond those in MKQA, through Wikidata.
For evaluation using MKQA answers, every
Model Ans. F1 UA. F1 Best F1
NO ANSWER 0.0 100.0 32.4 ±0.0
ZERO-SHOT
M-BERT 11.4 92.6 37.8 ±2.0
XLM 13.6 89.6 38.2 ±1.8
XLM-R 26.4 85.2 45.5 ±1.4
TRANSLATE-TEST
M-BERT 18.0 90.1 41.4 ±2.2
XLM 16.9 86.8 40.1 ±2.0
XLM-R 21.8 87.0 42.9 ±2.1
TRANSLATE-TRAIN
M-BERT 23.4 87.3 44.1 ±1.8
XLM 22.6 83.4 43.4 ±2.1
XLM-R 27.6 84.5 46.0 ±1.4
Table 5: Mean Best F1 over 26 languages. Best F1 is
broken down by Answerable and Unanswerable (UA)
F1 scores, with denominators representing their portion
of the evaluation set (67.58% and 32.42% respectively).
A naive approach predicting exclusively NO ANSWER
achieves a lower bound score of 32.42% F1. XLM-R
with Translate-Train outperforms all alternate settings.
question qli from i ∈ [1, 10000] is accompanied
by a set of valid annotations ali per language. Every
prediction pli is scored based on exact match (EM)
and text token overlap F1, as with previous open
QA datasets. The official evaluation script also in-
gests a “No Answer probability” for each example.
If the probability is above a chosen threshold value
then the prediction defaults to No Answer instead
of the provided textual or Yes/No answer. As we
vary this threshold from 0 to 1 the predictions vary
from entirely No Answer to gradually predicting
more and more real answers. The official EM and
F1 metrics are computed for the best threshold
over these No Answer probabilities. In the case of
textual answers, language-specific normalization
(removing whitespace, punctuation, and articles)
are applied to both the prediction and gold answers.
Our task setup closely mirrors the NQ short answer
setup, though our evaluation metric is slightly dif-
ferent. We report the “textual” (token overlap) F1
score per example and average those at the best-
threshold. NQ computes dataset level precision and
recall using a discrete notion of correctness (exact
match on index spans), and from these derives an
F1 score at the best-threshold.
4.2 Baseline Approaches
As baselines, we explore a number of training and
inference settings, on top of cross-lingual Trans-
formers (Vaswani et al., 2017) pretrained on un-
supervised tasks. Each of the baselines is fine-
tuned on the English Natural Questions training
set (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019), to extract answer
spans from the provided passages.4 As a result, the
quality of our baseline is limited by the quality of
passages retrieved in the NQ dataset, and in some
cases by our neural machine translation methods.
Our base implementation and training procedure
mimic those in the strong baselines proposed by
Alberti et al. (2019).
4.3 Models and Evaluation methods
M-BERT Multilingual BERT (M-BERT) (De-
vlin et al., 2019) is pretrained on the Masked Lan-
guage Modeling (MLM) task over 104 languages,
with a shared vocabulary of 110k WordPiece to-
kens. M-BERT has 12 layers, totaling 172M pa-
rameters.
XLM The Cross-Lingual Model (XLM) (Lample
and Conneau, 2019) is pretrained using a combina-
tion of Translation Language Modeling (TLM) and
Masked Language Modeling (MLM) task, using
100 languages as input.5 XLM has a shared vocab-
ulary of 200k byte-pair encoded (BPE) subwords
and 16 layers totaling 570M parameters.
XLM-R The Cross-Lingual RoBERTa-based
Model (XLM-R) (Conneau et al., 2019) extends
on XLM with a RoBERTa architecture and Sen-
tence Piece tokenization scheme (Liu et al., 2019c).
XLM-R is pretrained on 100 languages (also with
TLM and MLM tasks), has a shared vocabulary of
250k tokens, and 24 layers totaling 550M parame-
ters.6
For each cross-lingual representation we bench-
mark three common experimental settings in mul-
tilingual modeling: zero-shot, translate test and
translate train. Note for translate test and train we
use an internal neural machine translation (NMT)
system.7 The NMT system is also used to translate
predictions from English to the target language.
4Note that we exclude the 10k examples used in our evalu-
ation set from this training set.
5See the list of languages at https://github.com/
facebookresearch/XLM
6Details on XLM-R are available at https:
//github.com/pytorch/fairseq/tree/
master/examples/xlmr
7We estimate that this NMT system is strong, but can be
reproduced or exceeded by the academic community.
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Figure 2: Best F1 by language. XLM-R Zero-Shot performance ranked by language. Unanswerable F1 (in
red) corresponds to the proportion of the Aggregate F1 obtained from predicting No Answer. The Unanswerable
proportion is calculated as the percentage of unanswerable examples (32.42%) multiplied by the Unanswerable
F1.
Zero Shot In zero shot transfer each mulitlingual
model is finetuned with Natural Questions’ default
English questions Qen and passages Pen. At test
time the model is fed MKQA questions in their
target languages Qxx, and default English passages
Pen.
Translate Test At train time the model uses
NQ’s default English. At test time, MKQA ques-
tions are translated into English Qxx→en, and the
passage remains in English Pen. Passages remain
in English for both training and inference.
Translate Train At train time, questions are
translated into the target language Qen→xx. At test
time the model is given queries in the target lan-
guage Qxx and passages Pen in the default English
from NQ. Passages are always in English.
4.4 Results
Table 5 presents the official metrics for each base-
line and a breakdown of their metrics for Answer-
able and Unanswerable type questions. Recall this
metric is the mean best-threshold F1 over 26 lan-
guages. The naive baseline of only predicting No
Answer achieves a lower bound score of 32.42%.
We observe XLM-R with Translate Train achieves
the best score with an average F1 of 46.0±1.4.
In general, Translate Train achieves better results
than Zero Shot or Translate Test. Secondly, the
unanswerable F1 is typically much higher than the
answerable F1, after choosing the best threshold,
which indicates the identification of ambiguous
or long-answer questions may be an easier prob-
lem. Additionally, there seems to be an inverse
relationship between the best F1 and the unanswer-
able F1, meaning that poor performing models will
opt out of answering questions more often. A full
breakdown of scores by language is available in
Appendix D.
In Figure 2 we compare cross-lingual perfor-
mance between languages, ranked by the aggregate
best F1. We plot XLM-R Zero Shot to minimize
the noise from machine translation. As expected,
the XLM-R model performs fairly well on En-
glish (52.3), and common non-English languages,
including the most common Indo-European Ger-
manic and Italic languages, but poorly on lan-
guages from lower-resourced families. Note that
the minimum achievable F1 score is 32.42%, with
a threshold of 0, where the model predicts No An-
swer to every question. Interestingly, as the Aggre-
gate F1 decreases, the Unanswerable F1 rises on
average from ∼27% to ∼29%, abstaining from an
answer more often.
5 Discussion
Baseline results show that MKQA’s design leaves
ample room for systems to improve in both En-
glish and the long tail of other languages. English
evaluation receives a best F1 score of only 52.3%,
highlighting that this a challenging dataset for re-
trieval and extractive question answering.
Figure 3 compares the difficulty of Natural
Questions (NQ) annotations with those of MKQA.
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Figure 3: Comparing MKQA and NQ English annotations. The performance of the same English BERT-LARGE
model on each of Natural Questions (NQ) annotations and MKQA annotations, using the MKQA evaluation met-
rics. For all plots the y-axis is F1 score and the x-axis is the value of the threshold over No Answer probabilities. F1
by Answer Type (left diagram) compares the accuracy of the model on Answerable and Unanswerable examples
for each dataset, showing Unanswerable examples are on average easier in MKQA, and Answerable examples are
on average easier in NQ. NQ F1 Proportions (middle) and MKQA F1 Proportions (right) show what proportion
of the aggregate F1 score is derived from each Answer Type. Although NQ Answerable examples are easier, the
aggregate F1 score at the best threshold is derived mostly from the large portion of Unanswerable examples.
By using the same BERT-LARGE English model
(trained on NQ as with our other baselines) and the
same evaluation method, we can isolate the diffi-
culty of the task based on a different distribution of
ground truth annotations. The F1 by Answer Type
shows that Unanswerable examples in MKQA (red
line) are easier than the Unanswerable examples
in NQ (red dashed line) as the same model can
maintain higher performance at all thresholds. The
opposite relationship is observed for Answerable
examples. We hypothesize that this is because more
challenging questions may (a) not have answers on
wikipedia, (b) cause retrieval to fail, or (c) cause
graders to miss valid answers. The most challeng-
ing questions migrated from unanswerable in NQ
to answerable in MKQA’s open domain setting,
shifting the unanswerable distribution from 63%
to 32%. Consequently, the questions without re-
trieved documents in NQ are now possible in the
MKQA setting, at least partly explaining the higher
average difficulty of answerable type questions.
The middle and right diagrams in Figure 3 nor-
malize the answer types by their proportion within
the dataset, so we can compare their relative con-
tributions to the aggregate F1 (the sum of answer-
able and unanswerable). NQ labels enable a much
higher aggregate F1 score (69.38% at the best
threshold) than MKQA (52.08% at the best thresh-
old) primarily due to the higher proportion of unan-
swerable examples — which are easier on average
than answerable examples. Even though answer-
able examples are more challenging on average
in MKQA, the task is more oriented to answering
questions than abstaining. We can see this from the
ratio of unanswerable to answerable examples at-
tempted at the best thresholds in each of the middle
and right diagrams. The blue region is much wider
than the red region at the best F1 score in MKQA
than in NQ.
There is also a noticeable gap between the per-
formance on English and the performance on lower-
resourced languages (Figure 2). For Korean and
Arabic the best F1 score is only 6% higher than the
lower bound score of 32.42% obtained from pre-
dicting exclusively “unanswerable.” This demon-
strates that existing methods have not yet succeeded
in solving open domain question answering in low-
resource languages, and that MKQA offers a chal-
lenging benchmark to measure future progress.
6 Conclusion
In this work we introduce a linguistically diverse
open domain question answering evaluation set.
Its properties, including questions parallel across
languages, retrieval-independent annotations, and
linguistic diversity set it apart from existing re-
sources. We evaluate several baselines, based on
state-of-the-art methods, and demonstrate ample
room for improvement both in English and in the
tail of lower-resourced languages. We hope that
this evaluation set enables wider exploration of
cross-lingual and monolingual methods in non-
English QA.
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Appendices
A Data Statement
Following Bender and Friedman (2018)’s proposal,
we present a “Data Statement” for MKQA. The
purpose of this statement is to provide critical in-
sights into the provenance and development of this
dataset as they may pertain to scientific and ethical
concerns, including reproducibility, exclusion, and
bias. Future work that leverages MKQA may refer
back to this Data Statement to assess the limitations
and potential risks inherent in this data source (for
either training or evaluation), as with any other.
CURATION RATIONALE In order to study the
capabilities of multilingual systems for open do-
main question answering we curate a set of real-
istic examples aligned over a range of language
families. This questions for this evaluation set
are random sampled from Natural Questions (NQ)
(Kwiatkowski et al., 2019), and the annotation col-
lection and translation procedures are discussed in
Appendix Section Appendix B.
LANGUAGE VARIETY As detailed in Table 1 of
the main paper, MKQA covers 26 different BCP-47
language tags.
SPEAKER DEMOGRAPHIC Speaker informa-
tion is completely anonymized for privacy con-
siderations. As all questions are aggregated from
Google Search, are English, and, from manual in-
spection, appear to mostly pertain to American sub-
jects (e.g. American Football, US locations, and
historical events), it is likely that the only demo-
graphic limitation is they originated from “en US”.
The only specified limitation are that the queries
must have at least 8 words, or have been entered
multiple times by different users in a short period
of time. From that set, they sample a subset of
queries according to those that begin with certain
words (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019). Consequently,
we suspect the range of demographics will broadly
reflect that of US population.
ANNOTATOR DEMOGRAPHIC All annotators
for this dataset are experts rather than crowdwork-
ers. For all grading tasks they are required to have
read a 250+ page guidelines manual and to have
passed subsequent exams on the material. For trans-
lation tasks from English it is required that the an-
notators have lived in the target locale for at least 5
years. These locales correspond directly to those
linked in the LANGUAGE VARIETY section. For
privacy reasons we do not have further details on
the personal demographics of the annotators.
SPEECH SITUATION The original English
queries were collected prior to January 2019, when
the dataset was released. All questions were typed
by real Google Search users seeking information.
The provided answers are also sourced from En-
glish speaking annotators using the web to find an
accurate answer. This procedure is discussed in
Section Appendix B.1. These annotations were
collected between the period of December 2019
and June 2020, typed into text boxes according to
rigorous annotation instructions. The first rounds
of “raw” annotation collection were conducted at
an average time of 40 seconds per answer candi-
date. Subsequent rounds were conducted by expert
graders with access to all previous judgements, and
given unlimited grading time.
TEXT CHARACTERISTICS As the question text
is typed into a search engine it is written infor-
mally and spontaneously. The question translations,
however, were conducted by bilingual experts with
more time to consider localization options for the
text. Generally the translations are high-fidelity to
the original version, but in some instances transla-
tors took liberties to produce a more natural phras-
ing in the target language.
The annotations were collected according to a
strict grading criteria, relying on high inter-grader
agreement, and subsequent curation. As a result
these annotations are consistently grammatical and
precise. We augment the valid answer strings in
each language by template generation and Wiki-
Data alias matching, allowing a wide range of syn-
onymous answers to be included (even informal
ones).
RECORDING QUALITY N/A.
OTHER N/A.
PROVENANCE The English queries for our eval-
uation set originate from NQ’s (Kwiatkowski et al.,
2019) training set.8 Due to privacy reasons there is
limited information on the source of these queries,
however it is likely they all originate from En-
glish speakers based in the United States. Refer to
Kwiatkowski et al. (2019) for further details on the
source of these questions.
8See https://ai.google.com/research/
NaturalQuestions
B Human Annotation Guidelines
MKQA data collection comprises four parts: (a)
randomly sampling 10k queries from Natural Ques-
tions (NQ), (b) collect human annotations for each
question, (c) localize queries for all 26 languages,
and (d) localize annotations for all 26 languages.
We discuss each of (b), (c), and (d) in detail, pro-
viding the grading setup and instructions.
B.1 Annotation Selection Guidelines
While NQ already includes English answer annota-
tions for each question, the coverage for short an-
swers is low, and the annotations are of limited use
without the retrieved passages they are embedded
in. The open-domain answers for MKQA reflect a
human’s best effort at finding a complete and stan-
dalone answer to a question. To collect high quality,
reliable open-domain annotations there were three
stages: (i) collect candidate answers from 5 hu-
mans, (ii) link the answers to WikiData entities if
available, (iii) normalize/break ties between candi-
date answers.
B.1.1 Annotation Collection
Each of 5 graders are presented with the question.
They are asked to select an answer type (radio but-
tons) and input the answer (text box) according to
format instructions per answer type.
Instructions:
• Please enter your answer(s): (If there are mul-
tiple answers, please enter 5 of them — each
in a separate box)
• For short phrase answers: Please enter just
the answer(s) — NOT sentences or explana-
tions/webpages/Wikipedia links.
• For date type answers: Please enter the an-
swer(s) in the format YYYY-MM-DD if pos-
sible.
• For number type answers: Please enter the
answer(s) in just digits, without commas
• For number with unit type answers: Please
enter the answer(s) in the following format: X
unit [eg. 100 metres, 55 pounds, 7 years, 39
°C, 250 hp, 300 km/h].
• For yes/no answers: Please enter either “Yes”
or “No”.
The formatting constraints allow us to automati-
cally link WikiData entities for the units in “number
with units”, some short phrases, and certain dates.
Before filling in the text boxes, the grader is shown
the following radio buttons.
Answer Type:
• Date. Eg.: “2017” or “23rd June 2017”
• Number(s) with units. For queries asking for
quantities that can be expressed in some unit,
such as age, length, height, weight, duration,
temperature, speed etc. E.g.: 100 metres, 55
pounds, 7 years, 39 °C, 250 hp, 300 km/h
• Number(s) without units. For queries ask-
ing for quantities expressed CANNOT be mea-
sured in any unit, such as “how many kids
does obama have” or “how many books has
salman rushdie written” or ”what is the pop-
ulation of france”. Answers are just in digits
eg. 5, 6, 100, 5200000
• Location. For queries like ”where did the
second world war happen” or ”where is man-
hattan located” or “where are nike shoes man-
ufactured”
• Short Phrase/Phrases (not measurable).
Only if the answer is a short phrase (or a list
of short phrases) but not measurable. Eg.:
people, organizations, countries, currencies,
places, events, animals, plants, movies, books,
songs, names, mottos etc. NOT an explana-
tion
• Long Answer. Only if the query cannot be
answered with a short answer. Eg.: “how do
seasons occur” or “how does a valve work”
or “what is the plot of avengers end game.”
Do NOT use this in the case of multiple short
answers.
• Yes / No. For queries like “is antarctica a
country”, “does obama have kids” etc.
• Unanswerable. For mainly queries asking for
opinions, queries that require further context
(time, location etc) or queries that don’t have
a definite answer. Eg.: “what’s the weather
tomorrow” or “How far is new york” or “What
was the best movie of 1985”
B.1.2 Annotation Linking
Given the query and a candidate answer from the
previous stage, a grader is next asked to link the
answer text Wikidata entities. This step enables
us identify synonyms for grader agreement and to
generate other valid answer aliases.
Instructions:
• Below is a query & a short answer. Please
select all entities that this short answer can
refer to. If the correct entity is not in the list,
please pick “other”.
B.1.3 Annotation Tie Breaking
Up until this stage, 5 raw answers were collected
per query, and subsequently format normalized and
resolved against Wikipedia. Any normalized an-
swer given by at least 2 annotators is then admitted
to the final set as a gold answer. For those annota-
tions that did not achieve the required agreement
from at least two annotators, expert annotators with
access to all 5 preliminary annotations were em-
ployed to provide a final decision. This second
manual round was afforded as much time per de-
cision as necessary to obtain a satisfactory answer.
The instructions permit the selection of existing
normalized answer(s), modifying them slightly, or
overriding them if necessary. The same options are
shown as those in Appendix B.1.1.
B.2 Query Localization Guidelines
This task is designed to accurately translate, or
“localize”, a question from English to a target lan-
guage. We present the expert translator with only
the question and not the accompanying answer to
avoid risks of “translation artifacts”, such as high
lexical overlap. The three instructions below com-
bine to ensure as accurate and natural localization
as possible in the target language.
Instructions:
• Please translate the questions keeping names
intact.
• If a transliteration or local version of the name
exists, please use it otherwise please use the
English name.
• The answer to the question should remain the
same after translation.
B.3 Annotation Localization Guidelines
This task is designed to accurately translate, or
“localize”, an answer from English to a target lan-
guage. Prior to attempting the task every annotator
is shown high-level instructions, a definition of the
“localization” options, and a couple examples to
familiarize themselves with the task.
Instructions:
• Please localize the phrase or entity name
with common transliteration, translation or
unchanged if that is commonly used in your
language. The entity name should be local-
ized to the locale scripts as much as possible,
especially the names of persons and places.
• Please include the localized version of the
capitalization and diacritics in your locale.
• Some entity names might not have descrip-
tions provided, please use online research to
learn more about the entity.
• A reference Wiki page of the entity and a
search link are provided for more information.
(Please use the search link as a suggestion
only, and do not necessarily follow the results,
since it could be that some of the entities in
the test have not been localized yet in a way
that appears on the search page.)
• Please also identify the localization that you
used for each phrase/entity.
Localization Options:
• Transliteration is a type of conversion of a
text from one script to another that involves
swapping letters (thus trans- + liter-) in pre-
dictable ways.
• Translation is the communication of the
meaning of a source-language text by means
of an equivalent target-language text.
• Unchanged is selected if the entity name does
not need to be localized, it commonly use as
is.
• Mix transliteration/translation/unchanged
if the entity is localized using more than one
technique.
locale Zero Shot Translate Test Translate Train
M-BERT XLM XLM-R M-BERT XLM XLM-R M-BERT XLM XLM-R
en 45.39 / 51.97 44.80 / 51.81 45.07 / 52.27 – / – – / – – / – – / – – / – – / –
ar 31.86 / 33.86 32.69 / 34.82 33.68 / 38.81 32.99 / 36.26 32.47 / 35.4 33.03 / 37.61 33.54 / 39.63 32.26 / 38.04 33.71 / 40.35
da 37.34 / 40.97 37.65 / 42.48 41.87 / 48.48 32.03 / 32.87 14.61 / 32.42 32.42 / 32.42 41.25 / 47.68 40.89 / 47.79 42.56 / 49.34
de 38.47 / 42.03 38.25 / 42.11 43.04 / 49.17 41.92 / 47.18 40.95 / 45.84 42.92 / 49.06 42.54 / 48.4 42.45 / 48.24 43.12 / 49.34
es 38.11 / 43.48 37.44 / 43.38 40.21 / 47.93 39.54 / 45.25 38.71 / 43.91 40.33 / 47.32 40.75 / 47.4 40.05 / 47.0 39.94 / 47.16
fi 32.98 / 34.47 32.69 / 35.36 38.26 / 44.61 36.77 / 41.1 35.7 / 39.42 37.42 / 42.16 39.48 / 45.95 32.44 / 32.7 38.79 / 45.82
fr 39.15 / 43.91 36.0 / 40.07 41.48 / 48.22 40.59 / 46.2 39.22 / 44.64 40.9 / 47.41 40.46 / 47.2 39.78 / 45.89 41.88 / 48.98
he 32.84 / 34.72 32.38 / 35.5 34.67 / 40.19 33.25 / 37.26 32.56 / 36.26 33.5 / 37.89 34.71 / 40.18 32.42 / 32.42 35.05 / 41.3
hu 32.66 / 34.23 33.11 / 35.81 37.5 / 44.06 34.45 / 38.49 34.02 / 36.6 34.96 / 40.25 37.21 / 43.31 37.0 / 43.45 37.68 / 45.15
it 37.78 / 42.55 35.93 / 40.8 41.03 / 47.95 40.93 / 46.19 38.92 / 44.43 42.11 / 47.79 40.8 / 47.61 39.72 / 46.01 41.9 / 49.51
ja 32.08 / 33.22 30.97 / 34.71 35.48 / 49.25 32.16 / 40.08 32.39 / 39.04 32.7 / 43.25 34.23 / 47.15 33.41 / 46.94 35.31 / 48.9
km 32.47 / 32.87 32.37 / 32.96 35.84 / 45.04 – / – – / – – / – – / – – / – – / –
ko 32.42 / 32.44 32.32 / 32.9 34.33 / 38.07 32.3 / 34.11 32.55 / 33.66 32.81 / 34.88 32.49 / 33.58 33.86 / 38.15 33.35 / 37.89
ms 35.01 / 38.95 34.0 / 37.78 38.16 / 44.72 37.43 / 43.33 35.61 / 41.09 37.7 / 44.46 37.51 / 44.48 37.25 / 44.13 37.96 / 45.95
nl 37.05 / 42.27 37.05 / 42.0 40.09 / 47.15 41.47 / 47.75 39.36 / 45.83 41.46 / 47.87 40.39 / 47.53 40.19 / 46.52 40.19 / 47.1
no 36.54 / 40.31 36.26 / 41.44 40.98 / 47.76 40.14 / 46.6 38.36 / 43.67 40.91 / 47.09 40.75 / 47.41 40.91 / 47.32 42.17 / 49.23
pl 34.48 / 38.24 34.01 / 37.91 39.39 / 46.34 38.62 / 43.52 36.97 / 41.71 38.87 / 45.15 38.87 / 45.31 39.89 / 45.7 39.74 / 46.7
pt 38.78 / 43.58 37.24 / 42.63 41.03 / 47.65 40.79 / 47.62 40.15 / 46.2 41.25 / 47.84 41.31 / 47.87 40.45 / 47.11 40.78 / 48.05
ru 34.47 / 39.06 34.52 / 39.12 37.7 / 43.59 36.77 / 41.14 36.22 / 40.22 37.51 / 43.1 37.01 / 42.75 37.46 / 43.1 36.31 / 42.88
sv 34.92 / 36.75 37.44 / 42.7 41.3 / 48.44 41.48 / 47.8 39.28 / 45.09 40.99 / 47.64 40.13 / 46.89 41.55 / 48.52 41.68 / 49.08
th 32.1 / 33.02 31.68 / 33.04 30.9 / 42.71 31.56 / 37.0 31.01 / 35.71 29.16 / 37.7 31.39 / 39.18 30.48 / 40.76 32.08 / 43.09
tr 32.7 / 33.73 32.47 / 33.97 39.63 / 46.34 35.27 / 39.33 34.77 / 38.48 36.53 / 41.68 37.48 / 43.2 38.93 / 45.17 39.92 / 47.04
vi 32.5 / 33.31 33.67 / 38.04 36.31 / 44.14 37.0 / 43.21 35.55 / 41.17 36.11 / 43.88 36.18 / 43.22 36.97 / 45.16 37.57 / 46.28
zhcn 31.17 / 33.69 31.18 / 34.32 32.9 / 43.82 32.28 / 37.88 30.84 / 37.33 31.46 / 39.25 31.44 / 42.88 31.23 / 41.2 33.31 / 44.07
zhhk 31.34 / 34.51 31.08 / 34.67 32.49 / 43.79 31.69 / 39.03 31.91 / 37.64 32.53 / 40.16 32.22 / 42.38 32.57 / 42.38 32.43 / 44.2
zhtw 30.86 / 33.69 30.42 / 33.64 32.5 / 41.18 32.43 / 32.77 32.35 / 32.67 32.38 / 32.73 32.0 / 40.61 31.29 / 39.52 32.44 / 41.67
Average 34.83 / 37.76 34.52 / 38.23 37.92 / 45.45 36.6 / 41.42 35.06 / 40.12 36.96 / 42.92 37.38 / 44.10 35.84 / 43.38 38.11 / 46.02
Table 6: Best EM / F1 scores by model, mode, and language. In the majority of cases XLM-R Translate Train
achieves the best Exact Match and F1 scores. To compute the official “Average” over all 26 languages for each
baseline, we use the English Zero-Shot for all modes. And in the absence of a machine translation system for
Khmer (km) we simply report the performance of its Zero-Shot English predictions.
Provided Examples:
• Example 1: “Albert Einstein”→ localize us-
ing transliteration or do not change if it is
commonly used in your language.
• Example 2: “Guy’s Hospital”→ “Hospital”
localize using transliteration or do not change
based on how it is commonly used in your
language.
Once the annotator begins the task, for every
example they are shown: the entity/phrase requir-
ing localization, a search link, the English query
for which this is the answer, and, if available, the
disambiguated Wikipedia link, and Wikipedia de-
scription.
C Automatic Answer Translation
Unanswerable, number, and binary (Yes/No) type
answers we assume are the same in every language.
However, Entities, date, and number-with-unit type
answers are usually different in each language. To
ensure every correct answer prediction would re-
ceive a good score, we generated as wide a cover-
age of valid “alias” answers as possible in the gold
set for each of these types of examples.
Entity Type Translation: For entity type an-
swers we employ Wikidata aliases, which enumer-
ates all known correct answer strings for an entity.
• Case 1: WikiData Translation If the entity
contains a Wikidata translation and aliases
in language L, we collect up to 50 possible
answer strings.
• Case 2: Human Translation If however,
Wikidata does not contain any translations for
this entity in language T, we ask a human an-
notator to “localize” the string appropriately.
Date Type Templates: To ensure date type an-
swers also have sufficient alias coverage we use
templates to generate several permutations for each
answer. Note that ’Y’ is a placeholder for the year,
’m’ for the month digits, ’d’ for the day of the
month digits, and ’B’ for the name of the month in
the target language.
• Case 1: Day+Month+Year: For English
date type answers with all of the day, month
and year included, we generated the following
templates: [’Y-m-d’, ’Y m d’, ’Y B d’, ’Y B,
d’, ’d B Y’, ’m-d-Y’, ’m d Y’,’m/d/Y’, ’d m
Y’,’d-m-Y’,’d/m/Y’]
• Case 2: Day+Month In this case we generate
templates: [’m-d’ ,’m d’, ’B d’, ’B, d’, ’d B’]
• Case 3: Month+Year In this case we gener-
ate templates: [’Y-m’, ’Y m’, ’Y B’, ’B Y’,
’B, Y’]
• Case 4: Month In this case we generate tem-
plates: [’m’, ’B’]
• Case 5: Day or Year No generation required.
Leave as is. Within MKQA arabic numerals
(digits) are equivalent in every language.
Note that we allow both American and European
date templates as valid answers.
Number with Unit Generation: For number-
with-unit type answers we simply use Wikidata
to translate the units noun into each language (e.g.
“kilograms”, “light years”, “decibels”). In < 1%
of cases some language L would not have a trans-
lation, in which case we would simply default to
English.
D Baseline Results
Table 6 presents a full breakdown of the Best
F1 scores by locale, for every model and setting.
While English achieves the best results, there is
still ample room for improvement. Of all baseline
models and settings, XLM-R and Translate Train
perform better than alternatives. Nonetheless, lan-
guages such as Korean, Arabic, and Hebrew are
particularly difficult for all models and settings.
